The WBOX Standard CAT5E modular plugs are designed for RJ45 connector installations. Designed for the conductors to be arranged in a high low stagger for high performance. The 2 pronged contacts provide reliable connections with solid and stranded wire.

- CABLE TYPE: CAT5E
- CONNECTOR TYPE: RJ45
- SOLID OR STRANDED, 24 - 23 AWG
- POSITION & CONTACTS: 8P 8C
- PVC PLASTIC; 50μ GOLD PLATED CONTACTS
- HIGH LOW STAGGERED CONDUCTORS
- COLOR: CLEAR

**PART #:** 0E-CAT5PRNG  
**QTY :** 100 PCS  
**UPC:** 811914029403

**LENGTH:** 0.882”  
**WIDTH:** 0.459”  
**HEIGHT:** 0.420”  
**UL LISTED:** E503781

**PRODUCT CERTIFICATION:**